
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 5 Nº People: 10 Nº parking's: 1 Terrace Wifi Indoor pool Fireplace
Sauna Mountain view Air conditioning Dishwasher TV Washing machine Ski Room Distance to ski lift: 100m
Distance to centre: 1km

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Golf Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding Sailing

Activities in resort

Amazing chalet in Val D'Isere

Inspiring interiors and unique location above the Isère river gorge prepare visitors for a wonderful stay in the mountains. Five bedrooms spread across four floors, chalet  has a spectacular living and dining space
which catches the last of the evening sun. An indoor pool and hammam, and a home run piste back to the door of the property spoil skiers choosing this special chalet.

Situated beautifully next to her sister chalet, Vieux Pont, enter the chalet into the reception area and ski room where there is a simple place for ski storage and all important boot warmers. On this level discover
the indoor pool with flow system and a moroccan steam room with one of the best views in Val d'Isère overlooking the river and the old bridge. Moving to the first floor you will find the main sleeping area where
most of the bedrooms are located. Three of these rooms are king or twin rooms and are flexible on how they are configured. They benefit from mainly west facing views to catch the evening sun. There is also a
small room that contains adult sized, fixed reclaimed wood bunk beds, with its own wash space.

The second floor has one of the most impressive spaces in the chalet, with a huge living and dining area that can easily entertain large numbers of people. With double-height windows, huge amounts of light
flood onto this floor. There is an outside terrace overlooking the river and the italian border mountains. The reclaimed wood table seats ten and there is also a card or breakfast table for four. The log fireplace is a
central focus for the room and there is a large flat screen television for catching up on sporting events or just watching a movie.
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